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Palette by Naturer' All Natural Permanent Hair Color
STANDARD APPLICATION GUIDE

FOR BEST RESULTS, PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE APPLICATION GUIDE INCLUDING PATCH TEST
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USiNG PRQDUCT.

GETTING STARTED
1. Select desired application method (see Color Processing Techniques below)
2. Remove disposable plastic cap and gloves, applicator bottle, NATURAL CLEANSER, ALL NATURAL BASE and

ALL NATURAL COLORANT from box.
3. Prepare blow dryer, hair dryer or heat lamps.
4. Put on disposable gloves.

5. Open all bottles
6. Place towel around neck and shoulders to protect clothes or skin.
7. Using cotton swab, carefully apply thin line of NATURAL CLEANSER around hair line and on tips of ears.

COLO.R PROCESSING TECHNIOUES

Select sections of hair to be colored.
Remove red cap from applicator tip. Using scissors snlp tip at
first marking from the top.
BEGIH by pouring desired amount of ALL NATUML BASE
into applicator bottle.
Place applicator tip on bottle and close tightly.
Apply A[-L NATURAL BASE to sections by lightly sgueezing
applicator bottle.
Use gloved fingers to work ALL NATUML BASE evenly
through entirelection by making certain tnat ha-iili ' i

completely saturated. Pay special attention to roots, hair line, j

gray spots and re-growth areas. 
i

Return any unused product into ALL NATUML BASE bottle I

for future use.

Select sections of hair to be colored.
BEGIN by pouring desired amount of ALL NATUML BASE
into bowl.

Apply ALL NATUML BASE to sections from roots to ends of
sections to be colored using brush or color comb.
Use gloved fingers to work ALL NATURAL BASE evenly
through entire section by making certain that hair is
completely saturated, Pay special attention to roots, hair
line, gray spots and re-growth areas.

5. Return any unused product into ALL NATUML BASE bottle
for future use.

6. NOW pour desired amount of ALL NATUML COLOMNT into
bowl.

7. Apply ALL NATURAL COLOMNT on top of ALL NATUML
BASE application using brush or color comb following steps 3

10.

11.

NOW pour desired amount of ALL NATURAL COLORANT into
applicator bottle, replace applicator tip and close tighuy.
Apply ALL NATURAL COLORANT on top of ALL NATUML BASE
application following steps 4 and 5 above.
Return any unused product into ALL NATURAL COLORANT
bottle for future use.

Cover hair with disposable plastic cap.

and 4 above.

8. Cover hair with disposable plastic cap.

9. Apply medium/high heat around plastic cap with dryer or
lamps continuously for 35-40 minutes. Use more heat for
resistant gray.

10. FINISH by rinsing hair thoroughly until water runs clear
while wearing disposable gloves

a. Shampoo hair with COLOR FIXATIVE CLEANSING
GEL (recommended) and rinse

b. Apply COLOR FIXATIVE CONDffiONER
(recommended) and rinse.

Towel dry hair and style as usLral.

12. ASply medium/high heat with blow dryer over and around
plastic cap for 5 minutes,

a. For best color deposit, it is important to maintain
heat level. After initial heat application, rep€at every
2 minutes throughout the 35-40 minute processing
time. For resistant gray, use more heat.

b. You may also use a blow-dyer bonnet or sit under
an at-home hair dryer if you have these tools.

13. FINISH by rinsing hair thoroughly until water runs clear
while wearing disposable gloves

a. Shampoo hair with COLOR FIXATIVE CLEANSING
GEL (recommended) and rinse

b. Appfy COLOR FIXATIVE CONDITIONER
(recommended) and rinse.

c. Towel drv hair and
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PATqH TEST

A small percentage of people may have allergic reactions to '

hair color, which can develop unexpectedly even if you've

colored before without occurrence' We recommend doing an

allergy patch test 48 hours before any color application-

To test: Mix a small amount of base and color. Apply using a
cotton ball or swab (about the size of a penny) to the forearm
or inside of the elbow. Leave uncovered and undisturbed for
48 hours. If no redness or irritation appears after 48 hours,
proceed with hair color application. Should any redness,

burning or itching occur, you may be allergic and should not

use this product. If you have any questions regarding an

allergic reaction, email us at: info@actbvnature'com'

FOR BEST RESULTS
. Consult color chart for expected color results.

r Most shades can be mixed' Please contact us if you wish

to mix shades.
. Results will vary based on hair condition. If hair is porous

due to bleach or other previous damage, it can absorb
more dye. Apply solution of t/2 cup of lemon juice and
tl? cu6 of water to hair and rinse off 24 hours before
color application to even out porosity.

. Use enough color to saturate hair. With gloved fingers,
check that the entire hair is saturated with color' Pay

special attention to roots, hair line and gray spots.

r If scalp becomes stained during the process/ complete
the FINISH STEP as directed in the application guide,

then use the solution af L/2 cul of lemon juice and 1/2
cup of water to rinse your hair and scalp off.
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Palette bY Nature'"
All Natural Permanent Hair Color

QUICK APPLICATION GUIDE

RECOMMENDED ONLY FOR AT HOME USE ON HAIR
WITH LESS THAN 20olo GRAY

combine equal parts of ALL NATURAL BASE and ALL

NATURAL COLORANT by quicklv pouring desired

amount of each into applicator bottle.

Replace applicator tip on applicator bottle and close
tightly. Fully shake contents.

Open red applicator caP.

IMMEDIATELY apply color mixture to hair from roots to
ends. Do not wait for more than 5 minutes, otherwise
color will not dePosit ProPerlY.

Spread mixture from roots to ends by lightly squeezing

bottle.
Using gloved fingers, work color mixture evenly
tnrougnout hair making sure it is well saturated' Pay

speciil attention to roots, hair line and gray spots'

Cover hair with disposable plastic cap'

Using blow dryer, apply medium/high heat over and

around plastic caP for 5 minutes.

a. For best color deposit, it is important to
maintain heat level.

b. After initial heat application, repeat process

every 2 minutes throughout the 35-40 minute

Processing time'
You may al-so use a blo*-dyer bonnet or sit under an at-home

these t

a) Remove disposable plastic cap and gloves, applicator
bottle, NATUML CLEANSER, ALL NATURAL BASE

and ALL NATURAL COLORANT from box'

b) Remove red cap from applicator tip. Using scissors snip
tip at first marking from the toP.

c) Replace red applicator cap on applicator tip.

d) Prepare blow dryer'

e) Put on disPosable gloves.

f) Open all bottles.

S) Place towel around neck and shoulders to protect clothes
or skin.

h) Using cotton swab, carefully apply thin line of NATURAL

CLEANSER around hair line and on tips of ears'

If any color gets on skin. apply NATUML CLEANSER
using cotton swab and wash off with soap and water'

if any color gets on tub or floor, apply NATURAL

CLEANSER and wash off with soap and water' Lemon
juice can be also used to remove stains from skin, tub or
floor.
If you need to brighten the color, use solution of t/2 cup
of iemon juice and L/2 cup of water to nnse your hair off.

If color result is too dark, apply solution of U2 cup of
lemon juice and L/2 cup of water to hair and rinse off.

Hair colored with Paleffe by Nature'" all natural color
feels and looks slightly different than other hair coloring
products. Hair feels soft, silky, and shiny but does not
have that 'flutry" or "thickened" sensation immediately
after application since it is not swollen with artificial dyes.
Reflection of light from the pure plant dye produces a

t?nslucent effect rather than an opaque one for a more
natural looking result.
Discard any unused color if it was mixed. Unmixed color
can be stored uP to 18 months.

}IAINTENANCE

Palette by Nature-" is a permanent hair color and does not
require any specific maintenance. It has superior durability
and resistance to environmental conditions.
As water condrtions vary from area to area, use our low pH

COLOR FIXATIVE CLEANSING GEL ANd CONDITIONER ONCC OT

twice per week to maintain color for the longest period of
time.
Patette by Nature'" All Natural Gray Blending System may be

used to enhance your shade, for touch ups or refresh vibrancy
between the color applications.
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a) Wearing disposable gloves, rinse hair thoroughly until
water runs clear.

b) Shampoo hair with COLOR FIXATIVE CLEANSING GEL

(recommended) and rinse

c) Apply COLOR FIXATIVE CONDITIONER (recommended)
and rinse.

d) Towel drv hair and style as usual.ir and stvle


